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Across

2. (adj) having an end or limit; not infinite 

Synonyms: restricted, definable Antonyms: 

continuous, forever

4. water Ex) hydrophobic, hydrophilic

5. too much, over Ex) hypertension, 

hyperbole

10. (adj) poor; lacking sufficient money 

Synonyms: destitute, impoverished Antonyms: 

wealthy, rich

13. different Ex) heterozygous, 

heterochromia

14. (adj) sheer and filmy; transparent 

Synonyms: delicate, light Antonyms: thick, 

opaque

15. (n) lack of consciousness, knowledge, or 

memory; being completely forgotten 

Synonyms: coma, blackout Antonyms: 

awareness, consciousness

18. emotional associations surrounding a 

word as opposed to the dictionary definition/ 

implied meaning of a word (personal or 

universal experience) Ex) American Flag: 

Patriotism, pride, glory.

19. six Ex) hexagram, sextuplets

20. (adj) found in ample supply Synonyms: 

surplus, plentiful Antonyms: sparse, lacking

Down

1. (n) wise caution; the quality of being 

careful and judicious Synonyms: sagacity, 

shrewdness Antonyms: folly, recklessness

3. word order. Ex) Robert Frost: "Who's 

woods these are I think I know." Ex) Yoda: 

"Much fear, I sense in you."

6. (v) to happen for a second time, or to 

happen repeatedly at intervals Synonyms: 

periodically, returning Antonyms: once, 

stopping

7. (v) to misinterpret; to understand 

incorrectly Synonyms: misunderstand, 

misconceive Antonyms: understand, 

comprehend

8. (v) to entangle in disagreement, 

argument, or conflict Synonyms: involve, 

ensnare Antonyms: extricate, separate

9. strict, literal meaning of a word/ 

definition. Ex) American Flag: Seven Red and 

Six White Stripes.

11. the author's choice of words and phrases 

in a literary work. Ex) Shakespeare's way of 

writing vs Steinbeck's. Ex) "Fetch" in Mean Girls

12. same Ex) homologous, homogeneous

16. (adj) giving off light Synonyms: shining, 

dazzling Antonyms: dark, black

17. a form of speech characteristic of a 

particular region or class, differing from the 

standard language in pronunciation, 

vocabulary, and grammatical form. Ex) "dude" 

(Southern California) Ex) "wicked" (Boston)


